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Abstract

Neural architecture search (NAS) remains a challenging

problem, which is attributed to the indispensable and time-

consuming component of performance estimation (PE). In

this paper, we provide a novel yet systematic rethinking of

PE in a resource constrained regime, termed budgeted PE

(BPE), which precisely and effectively estimates the per-

formance of an architecture sampled from an architecture

space. Since searching an optimal BPE is extremely time-

consuming as it requires to train a large number of networks

for evaluation, we propose a Minimum Importance Pruning

(MIP) approach. Given a dataset and a BPE search space,

MIP estimates the importance of hyper-parameters using

random forest and subsequently prunes the minimum one

from the next iteration. In this way, MIP effectively prunes

less important hyper-parameters to allocate more compu-

tational resource on more important ones, thus achieving

an effective exploration. By combining BPE with various

search algorithms including reinforcement learning, evolu-

tion algorithm, random search, and differentiable architec-

ture search, we achieve 1, 000× of NAS speed up with a

negligible performance drop comparing to the SOTA.1

1. Introduction

Deep learning have made significant sucess in classifica-

tion [15, 12], retrieval [48, 47] and detection [42, 46, 20]. To

this end, neural architecture search (NAS) aims to automat-

ically discover a suitable neural network architecture by ex-

ploring over a tremendous architecture search space, which

∗Corresponding Author.
1All the NAS search codes are available at: https:

//github.com/zhengxiawu/rethinking_performance_

estimation_in_NAS
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Figure 1. Time cost with/without budgeted performance estima-

tion (BPE-1). (a) Previous methods did not optimize the huge

computation cost in PE. (b) By incorporating the BPE, we can

largely accelerate NAS methods including reinforcement learning

(RL) [52], evolution algorithm (EA) [34], random search (RS) and

DARTS [28] (One-shot) with a negligible performance drop.

has shown remarkable performance over manual designs in

various computer vision tasks [9, 51, 28, 52, 10, 26].

Despite the extensive success, previous methods are

still defective in intensive computation resources, which

severely restricts its application prospect and flexibility.

For instance, reinforcement learning (RL) based methods

[52, 51] search a suitable architecture on CIFAR10 by train-

ing and evaluating more than 20, 000 architectures by using

500 GPUs over 4 days. For another instance, the evolution-

ary algorithm (EA) based method in [34] needs 3, 150 GPU

days to find an optimal architecture on CIFAR10.

A NAS method generally consists of three components,

i.e., search space, search strategy and performance estima-

tion. As established by [51], cell based search space is now

well adopted [49, 44, 11, 31, 34, 33, 51, 52], which is pre-

defined and fixed during the architecture search to ensure

a fair comparison among different NAS methods. On the

other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 1, different search strate-

gies (RL or EA) have similar run-time (after subtracting the
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Figure 2. The overall framework of the proposed Minimum Importance Pruning for finding an optimal Budgeted Performance Estimation.

The search space of BPE is built from the training hyper-parameters including training epoch, batch size, learning rate, layer number, float

point, channels, cutout and image size. We first sample the example with the lowest time cost. Then the sampled example is used to train

the random forest, which is used to evaluate the importance of the corresponding hyper-parameters. The hyper-parameter with the lowest

importance is pruned by assigning the value with a minimum time cost.

performance estimation cost), which can also be well accel-

erated with GPU packages. Therefore the major computa-

tional consumption of NAS lies in the performance estima-

tion (PE) step, as validated in Fig. 1. However, few works

have been devoted to the efficiency issue of PE, which is

crucial to cope with the explosive growth of dataset size

and model complexity. Moreover, it is highly desirable to

conduct fast architecture search under different datasets for

deployment in emerging applications like self-driving cars

[5].

In this paper, we propose a novel and efficient perfor-

mance estimation under the resource-constrained regime,

termed budgeted performance estimation (BPE), which is

the first of its kind in the NAS community. The BPE essen-

tially controls the hyper-parameters of training, network de-

signing and dataset processing, such as number of channels,

number of layers, learning rate and image size. Rather than

pursuing model precision for a specific dataset, BPE aims to

learn the most achievable relative precision order of differ-

ent neural architectures in a specific architecture space. In

other words, a good network structure still has a relatively

high ranking on an accurate BPE. We argue that the missing

of accurate and efficient BPE remains as the main barrier for

the wide usage of NAS research. However, finding an accu-

rate and effective BPE is extremely challenging compared

to other black-box optimization problems. First, BPE needs

to carefully deal with the discrete (like layers or channels)

and continuous (like learning rate) hyper-parameters. Sec-

ond, evaluating a specific BPE needs to train a large number

of neural networks e.g., 2 × 814 networks in the cell-based

archietcture search space [28].

As implicitly employed in previous NAS [52, 22, 33, 28,

7, 31] methods, most BPE methods only leverage intuitive

tricks including early stopping [52], dataset sampling [22]

and lower resolution dataset, or using a proxy search net-

work with fewer filters per layer and fewer cells [52, 28].

While such methods can reduce the computational cost to a

certain extent (which is still time consuming [52, 34]), noise

is also introduced into PE to underestimate its correspond-

ing performance. Little work investigates the relative per-

formance rank between approximated evaluations and full

evaluations, which is traditionally considered as a merited

trick [28, 52, 34]. However, as subsequently validated in

Sec. 5, such a relative rank can change dramatically under a

tiny difference in the training condition.

In this paper, we present a unified, fast and effective

framework, termed Minimum Importance Pruning (MIP),

to find an optimal BPE on a specific architecture search

space such as cell-based search space [49, 44, 11, 31, 34,

33, 51, 52], as illustrated in Fig. 2. In particular, for a given

large-scale hyper-parameter search space, we first sample

examples with the lowest time consumption. The sampled

examples are then used to estimate the hyper-parameter im-

portance using random forest [6, 16]. The hyper-parameter

of the lowest importance is set to the value with the min-

imum time cost. The algorithm stops when every hyper-

parameter is set. The contributions of this paper include:

• It is the first work to systematically investigate the

performance estimation in NAS under the resource-

constrained regime. We seek an optimal budgeted PE

(BPE) by designing a spearman correlation loss func-

tion on a group of key hyper-parameters.

• A novel hyper-parameter optimization method, termed
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Minimum Importance Pruning (MIP), is proposed,

which is effective for black-box optimization with ex-

tremely time consuming on the evaluation step.

• The proposed MIP-BPE generalizes well to various

architecture search methods, including Reinforcement

Learning (RL), Evolutionary Algorithms (EA), Ran-

dom Search (RS) and DARTS. MIP-BPE achieves re-

markable performance on both CIFAR-10 and Im-

ageNet, while accelerating the search process by

1, 000×.

2. Related Work

2.1. Performance Estimation in NAS

Performance estimation refers to estimating the perfor-

mance of a specific architecture in the architecture search

space. A conventional option is to perform a standard train-

ing and validation process of this architecture on the dataset,

which is computationally expensive and limits the number

of architectures that can be explored. To accelerate perfor-

mance estimation, most NAS methods only provide simple

intuitive cues such as early stopping [52], dataset sampling

[22] and lower resolution dataset, or using a proxy search

network with fewer filters and fewer cells [52, 28].

Another possibility of estimating the architecture perfor-

mance is one-shot based methods [50, 28, 1], which con-

sider each individual in the search space as a sub-graph

sampled from a super-graph. In this way, they acceler-

ate the search process by parameter sharing [31]. Chen

et al. [11] proposed to progressively grow the depth of

searched architectures during the training procedure. Xu

et al. [44] presented a partially connected method by sam-

pling a small part of the super-net to reduce the redundancy

in the network space, which thereby performs a more effi-

cient search without comprising the performance. However,

these methods do not deeply investigate the influence of dif-

ferent hyper-parameters, which has introduced large noise

as validated in Sec. 5.

2.2. Hyperparameter Optimization

Hyper-parameter optimization [41] aims to automati-

cally optimize the hyper-parameters during the learning

process [4, 19, 39, 45]. To this end, gird search and ran-

dom search [4] are the two simplest and most straightfor-

ward approaches. Note that these methods do not consider

to use the experience (sampled examples in the search pro-

cess). Subsequently, sequential model-based optimization

(SMBO) [19] is proposed to learn a proxy function from

the experience and estimate the performance for unknown

hyper-parameters. As one of the most popular methods,

Bayesian optimization [39] learns a Gaussian process with

the sampled examples, and then decides the best hyper-

parameter for the next trial by maximizing the correspond-

ing improvement function.

However, all these methods mostly deal with hyper-

parameters for particular machine learning models, which

cannot handle the optimization of BPE with such an ex-

pensive evaluation step. Different from the previous meth-

ods, we evaluate and estimate the importance of the hyper-

parameters by sampling examples with the minimum time

consumption, where hyper-parameters of minimum impor-

tances are then pruned in the next iteration, which is ex-

tremely effective and efficient to find the optimal BPE.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. NAS Pipeline

Given a training set, conventional NAS algorithms [52,

49, 25] first sample an architecture in the pre-defined search

space by a certain search strategy like Reinforcement Learn-

ing (RL) or Evolution Algorithm (EA). Then the sampled

neural architecture is passed to the performance estimation

(PE), which returns the performance of the architecture to

the search algorithm.

In most NAS methods [49, 28, 44], PE is accelerated by

using a group of lower-cost hyper-parameters (like smaller

image size, less channel and shallower network) in the

search space Ω = Θ1×Θ2× ...×Θn, termed budgeted PE

(BPE), which contains n sorts of training hyper-parameters

including the number of training epochs, batch size, learn-

ing rate, the number of layers, float point precision, chan-

nels, cutout [13] and image size. For instance, Liu et al.

[28] proposed to estimate the performance of an architec-

ture on a small network of 8 layers trained for 50 epochs,

with batch size 64 and initial number of channels 16. After

the search process, the optimal neural architecture is then

evaluated by a fully and time-consuming training hyper-

parameter set f . In the existing works [49, 28, 44], f con-

trols the final evaluation hyper-parameters of the optimal

architecture, i.e., a large network of 20 layers is trained for

600 epochs with a batch size of 96 and an additional regu-

larization such as cutout [13].

However, in this pipeline, the BPE and the final evalu-

ation phase are decoupled. There is no guarantee that the

BPE is correlated to the final evaluation step, i.e., the same

architectures may have large ranking distances under differ-

ent training conditions. Most NAS methods [28, 52] intu-

itively change BPE with fewer channels or layers. Nev-

ertheless, extensive experiments in Sec. 5 show that the

effectiveness of BPE is very sensitive, which means that

it needs to carefully select and analyze the corresponding

hyper-parameters in NAS. Indeed, we believe, and validated

in Sec. 5, that BPE is a crucial component, while unfor-

tunately there are no corresponding works devoted to this

area.
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3.2. Cell based Architecture Search Space

As mentioned in Sec. 1, BPE aims to find optimal

training hyper-parameters on a specific architecture search

space. In this paper, we follow the widely-used cell-based

architecture search space in [49, 44, 11, 31, 34, 33, 51, 52,

50]: A network consists of a pre-defined number of cells

[51], which can be either norm cells or reduction cells. Each

cell takes the outputs of the two previous cells as input. A

cell is a fully-connected directed acyclic graph (DAG) of

M nodes, i.e., {B1, B2, ..., BM}. Each node Bi takes the

dependent nodes as input, and generates an output through

a sum operation Bj =
∑

i<j o
(i,j)(Bi). Here each node is

a specific tensor (e.g., a feature map in convolutional neu-

ral networks) and each directed edge (i, j) between Bi and

Bj denotes an operation o(i,j)(.), which is sampled from

the corresponding operation search space O(i,j). Note that

the constraint i < j ensures no cycles in a cell. Each cell

takes the outputs of two dependent cells as input, and the

two input nodes are set as B−1 and B0 for simplicity. Fol-

lowing [28], the operation search space O(i,j) consists of

K = 8 operations: 3 × 3 dilated convolution with rate 2,

5 × 5 dilated convolution with rate 2, 3 × 3 depth-wise

separable convolution, 5 × 5 depth-wise separable convo-

lution, 3 × 3 max pooling, 3 × 3 average pooling, no con-

nection (zero), and a skip connection (identity). There-

fore, the size of the whole search space O is 2 × K |EM|,

where EM is the set of possible edges with M interme-

diate nodes in the fully-connected DAG. In our case with

M = 4 the total number of cell structures in the search

space is 2 × 82+3+4+5 = 2 × 814, which is an extremely

large space to search.

4. The Proposed Method

In this section, we first describe the formal setting of

BPE in Sec. 4.1. We then present the proposed minimum

importance pruning (MIP) to find the optimal BPE.

4.1. Budgeted Performance Estimation

The performance estimation is a training algorithm A

with n hyper-parameters in a domain Ω. Given an archi-

tecture set G sampled from O, we address the following

optimization problem:

max
b∈Ω

rs(Rf , Rb) + λT (Gb), (1)

where 0 < λ < 1, rs calculates the Spearman Rank Corre-

lation between Rf and Rb. Rf and Rb are the performance

on validation set of every architecture in G with full train-

ing hyper-parameter f and BPE parameter b, respectively.

We aim to find the optimal b with less average training con-

sumption T (Gb) on G.

Optimizing Eq. 1 is extremely challenging, as we need

to train over |G| architectures to validate one example in Ω.

This large set of models to be trained and evaluated prevent

most NAS methods to be widely deployed. Fortunately,

Radosavovic et al. [32] observed that sampling about 100
models form a given architecture search space is sufficient

to perform robust estimation, which is also validated in our

work. Specifically, we randomly sample 100 neural archi-

tectures in the cell-based search architecture space to con-

struct the architecture set G. Then Rf and Rb are obtained

by training and validate every architecture in G with the

hyper-parameters f and b, respectively.

4.2. Minimum Importance Pruning

Although the time consumption of the validation step has

been drastically reduced, it is still very difficult to optimize

Eq. 1, i.e., in our evaluation, the average training time of

an architecture from G for different hyper-parameters is 10
hours on CIFAR10 benchmark. In this case, each example

needs to train 100 networks, and the time consumption for

one BPE example b is ∼ 103 hours. Such a time consump-

tion is still difficult for finding an optimal BPE efficiently.

To handle this issue we propose a minimum impor-

tance pruning (MIP) as illustrated in Fig. 2. We first sam-

ple the hyper-parameter examples around the lowest time

cost. Then the sampled examples are trained to estimate the

hyper-parameter importance by using random forest [16, 6].

After that, the hyper-parameter with the lowest importance

is pruned by setting the value with the minimum time cost.

The pruning step is ceased when there is only one hyper-

parameter in the search space, and the optimal BPE is the

example with the maximum rs.

Lowest time cost sampling. For each element in Θi,

we introduce a category distribution related to the computa-

tional cost:

p(ηi,j) =
exp{−FLOPs(Θi,j)}∑
j exp{−FLOPs(Θi,j)}

, (2)

where Θi,j denotes the jth element of the ith hyper-

parameter Θi. The function FLOPs(Θi,j) is the number

of floating point operations. We set Θi with the jth ele-

ment and fix other hyper-parameters in Ω by the value with

the minimum time cost. An example b is generated by sam-

pling the joint probability in Eq. 2, e.g., p(η) =
∏n

i=1 p(ηi).
Then, we obtain Rb by training every architecture in G us-

ing the sampled b, and the objective rs is calculated with

Rf by using Eq. 1.

Random forest training. After repeating previ-

ous steps over K = 10 times, we get a set D =
{(b1, rs,1), (b2, rs,2), ..., (bK , rs,K)} with different BPEs

and corresponding objective values, which is used as a train-

ing set for the random forest. In random forest, each tree

is built from a set Ds drawn with a replacement sampling

from D. Training random forest is to train multiple regres-

sion trees. Given a training set Ds with bi ∈ R
n, i =

11359



Algorithm 1: Minimum Importance Pruning

Input: Architecture search space O; hyper-parameter

space Ω; sampling time K = 10
Output: Optimal BPE hyper-parameter b.

1 n← The number of parameter in Ω;

2 R← {Sample 100 network architectures in O};
3 Train R with fully training condition f ;

4 Rf ← {R’s performance on validation set};
5 D ← ∅;
6 while (n > 0) do

7 B ={Randomly sample T examples in Ω by

distribution in Eq. 2 };
8 for b in B do

9 Train R with BPE b;

10 Rb ← {R’s performance on validation set};
11 rs ← Spearman Rank Correlation between Rb

and Rf ;

12 D ← D ∪ {b, rs}

13 end

14 Train random forest T by using Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 on D;

15 Calculate the importance by Eq. 8;

16 Pruning space Ω by Eq. 9;

17 n = n− 1;

18 end

1, ..., l and the corresponding spearman rank correlation

vector [rs,1, rs,2, ..., rs,l] sampled from D, a regression tree

in the random forest recursively partitions the space such

that the examples in Ds with similar values are grouped

together. When training the regression tree, we need to

consider how to measure and choose the partition feature

(hyper-parameter in our case). Specifically, let the data at

node m be represented by Q. For each candidate partition

ξ = (i, tm) consisting of hyper-parameter i and threshold

tm, we partition the data into Qleft(ξ) and Qright(ξ) sub-

sets as follows:

Qleft(ξ) = (x, rs) |xi ≤ tm

Qright(ξ) = (x, rs) |xi > tm.
(3)

We further define the impurity function H(·) for a given

split set Q as

H (Q) =
1

|Q|

∑

rs,i∈Q

(rs,i − rs,Q)
2
, (4)

where rs,Q = 1
|Q|

∑
rs,i∈Q rs,i, |Q| denotes the number of

examples in set Q. And the impurity for a specific partition

is the weighted sum of the impurity function:

G(Q, ξ) =
|Qleft|H(Qleft) + |Qright|H(Qright)

|Qleft|+ |Qright|
. (5)

We adopt the exhaustion method to find the optimal parti-

tion, that is, iterate through all possible partitions and select

Hyper-parameter BPE-1 BPE-2 DARTS[28]

Epoch 10 30 50

Batch size 128 128 64

Learning rate 0.03 0.03 0.025

N Layers 6 16 8

Channels 8 16 16

Image Size 16 16 32

Correlation rs 0.50 0.63 0.57

Training Time 0.08 0.55 1.38

Table 1. Detailed hyper-parameters of the best settings discovered

On CIFAR10 by using MIP. The found BPE-1 and BPE-2 show a

better correlation rs with less average training time (GPU Hours).

the partition with the minimum impurity:

ξ∗ = argmin
ξ

G(Q, ξ). (6)

Hyper-parameter importance. For every node m in

the regression tree, we calculate the parameter importance

as the decrease in node impurity, which is weighted by the

number of samples that reach the node. The parameter im-

portance for node m is defined as:

Im =|Qm|H(Qm)− |Q{left,m}|H
(

Q{left,m}

)

− |Q{right,m}|H
(

Q{right,m}

)

.
(7)

The importance for each Θi is the summation of the impor-

tance through the node in the random forest, which uses Θi

as the partition parameter:

IΘi
=

∑
ξm(0)=Θi

Im
∑

Im
. (8)

Parameter pruning. After the importance estimation

process in Eq. 8, the hyper-parameter with the lowest prob-

ability is pruned by setting

Θi = βi, Θi = argmin IΘ. (9)

βi is the value of the lowest FLOPs in hyper-parameter Θi

when IΘi
< 0.1. Otherwise, βi is the corresponding pa-

rameter value with the maximum rs in D. The pruning step

significantly improves the search efficiency. By setting the

less important hyper-parameter to a value with less resource

consumption, we can allocate more computational resource

on important parameters. Our minimum importance prun-

ing algorithm is presented in Alg. 1.

5. Experiment

As we mentioned before, the average time consumption

for evaluating BPE examples is ∼ 103 GPU hours, which

means that with similar sample magnitude (∼ 70), methods

such as bayesian optimization or random search need about

7 × 104 GPU hours (almost infeasible). In contrast, our
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Architecture
Test Error Params Search Cost Search

(%) (M) (GPU days) Method

ResNet-18 [15] 3.53 11.1 - Manual

DenseNet [18] 4.77 1.0 - Manual

SENet [17] 4.05 11.2 - Manual

NASNet-A [52] 2.65 3.3 1800 RL

ENAS [31] 2.89 4.6 0.5 RL

Path-level NAS [8] 3.64 3.2 8.3 RL

RL+BPE-1 (Ours) 2.66 ± 0.05 2.7 0.33 RL

RL+BPE-2 (Ours) 2.65 ± 0.12 2.9 2 RL

AmoebaNet-B [34] 2.55 2.8 3150 Evolution

EA+BPE-1 (Ours) 2.68 ± 0.09 2.46 0.33 Evolution

EA+BPE-2 (Ours) 2.66 ± 0.07 2.87 2 Evolution

DARTS [28] 2.7 ± 0.01 3.1 1.5 Gradient-based

GDAS [14] 2.93 ± 0.07 3.4 0.8 Gradient-based

P-DARTS [11] 2.75 ± 0.06 3.4 0.3 Gradient-based

SNAS [43] 2.85 ± 0.02 2.8 1.5 Gradient-based

DARTS + BPE-1 (Ours) 2.89 ± 0.0 3.9 0.05 Gradient-based

DARTS + BPE-2 (Ours) 2.72 ± 0.0 4.04 0.33 Gradient-based

Random Sample 100 2.55 2.9 108 Random Search

Random Sample 100 + BPE-1 (Ours) 2.68 ± 0.09 2.7 0.33(337×) Random Search

Random Sample 100 + BPE-2 (Ours) 2.68 ± 0.05 1.9 2 (54×) Random Search

Table 2. Comparing of test error rates for our discovered architecture, human-designed networks and other NAS architectures on CIFAR-

10. For a fair comparison, we select the architectures and results with similar parameters (< 5M) and the same training condition (all the

networks are trained with Cutout [13] ). Values are µ± σ across 4 runs.

method needs only 5.2× 103 GPU hours. Therefore, we do

not compare these methods in our paper.

We first combine BPE with different search strategies

including Reinforcement Learning (RL) [21], Evolutionary

Algorithm (EA) [2], Random Search (RS) [4] and Different

Architecture Search (DARTS) [28]. As shown in Sec. 5.1,

we compare with state-of-the-art methods in terms of both

effectiveness and efficiency using CIFAR10 [24] and Ima-

geNet [35]. In Sec. 5.2, we investigate the effect of each

hyper-parameter in BPE, as well as the efficiency of using

Spearman Rank Correlation as the objective function. Al-

though many works [38, 25] pointed out that the one-shot

based method [37, 31, 28, 3, 50] could not effectively es-

timate the performance throughout the entire search space,

in Sec. 5.3 we have found that these methods are indeed ef-

fective in the local search space, which reasonably explains

the reproducibility and effectiveness, i.e., the corresponding

algorithms are actually able to find good architectures, and

the optimal architectures are quite different in different runs

due to the local information.

5.1. Comparing with Stateofthearts

We first search neural architectures by using the found

BPE-1 and BPE-2 in Tab. 1, and then evaluate the best ar-

chitecture with a stacked deeper network. To ensure the

stability of the proposed method, we run each experiment 4
times and find that the resulting architectures only show a

slight variance in performance.

5.1.1 Experimental Settings

We use the same datasets and evaluation metrics for exist-

ing NAS methods [28, 8, 52, 27]. First, most experiments

are conducted on CIFAR-10 [23], which has 50K training

images and 10K testing images from 10 classes with a res-

olution 32 × 32. During the architecture search, we ran-

domly select 5K images from the training set as a validation

set. To further evaluate the generalization capability, we

stack the optimal cell discovered on CIFAR-10 into a deeper

network, and then evaluate the classification accuracy on

ILSVRC 2012 [35], which consists of 1, 000 classes with

1.28M training images and 50K validation images. Here,

we consider the mobile setting, where the input image size

is 224× 224 and the FLOPs is less than 600M.

In the search process, we directly use the found BPE-

1 and BPE-2 in Tab. 1 as the performance estimation with

other search algorithms. After finding the optimal architec-

ture in the search space, we validate the final accuracy on

a large network of 20 cells is trained for 600 epochs with a

batch size of 96 and additional regularization such as cutout

[13], which are similar to [28, 52, 31]. When stacking cells

to evaluate on ImageNet, we use two initial convolutional

layers of stride 2 before stacking 14 cells with the scale re-

duction at the 1st, 2nd, 6th and 10th cells. The total number
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Model Top-1
Params Search time

(M) (GPU days)

MobileNetV2 [36] 72.0 3.4 -

ShuffleNetV2 2x (V2) [29] 73.7 ∼5 -

NASNet-A [52] 74.0 5.3 1800

AmoebaNet-A [34] 74.5 5.1 3150

MnasNet-92 [40] 74.8 4.4 -

SNAS [43] 72.7 4.3 522

DARTS [28] 73.1 4.9 4

RL + BPE-1 (Ours) 74.18 5.5 0.33

EA + BPE-1 (Ours) 74.56 5.0 0.33

RS + BPE-1 (Ours) 74.2 5.5 0.33

DARTS [28] + BPE-1 (Ours) 74.0 5.9 0.05

Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art image classification

methods on ImageNet. All the NAS networks in this table are

searched on CIFAR10, and are then directly transferred to Ima-

geNet.

of FLOPs is determined by the initial number of channels.

The network is trained for 250 epochs with a batch size of

512, a weight decay of 3× 10−5, and an initial SGD learn-

ing rate of 0.1. All the experiments and models are imple-

mented in PyTorch [30].

5.1.2 Result on CIFAR10

We compare our method with both manually designed net-

works and NAS networks. The manually designed networks

include ResNet [15], DenseNet [18] and SENet [17]. We

evaluate on four categories of NAS methods, i.e., RL meth-

ods (NASNet [52], ENAS [31] and Path-level NAS [8]),

evolutional algorithms (AmoebaNet [34]), gradient-based

methods (DARTS [28]) and Random Search.

The results for convolutional architectures on CIFAR-10

are presented in Tab. 2. It is worth noting that the found

BPE combining with various search algorithms outperform

various state-of-the-art search algorithms [52, 28, 33] in ac-

curacy, with much lower computational consumption (only

0.05 GPU days ≪ 3150 in [34]). We attribute our supe-

rior results to the found BPE. Another notable observation

from Tab. 2 is that, even with random search in the search

space, the test error rate is only 2.44%, which outperforms

previous methods in the same search space. Conclusively,

with the found BPE, search algorithms can quickly explore

the architecture search space and generates a better architec-

ture. We also report the results of hand-crafted networks in

Tab. 2. Clearly, our method shows a notable enhancement.

5.1.3 Results on ImageNet

We further compare our method under the mobile settings

on ImageNet to demonstrate the generalizability. The best

architecture on CIFAR-10 is transferred to ImageNet, which
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Figure 3. The relationship between rs and performance with ran-

dom sampled BPEs inD. The x-axis measures the Spearman Rank

Correlation rs by Eq. 1, and the y-axis measures the real archi-

tecture performance found by DARTS+BPE on CIFAR10. The

correlation between rs and performance is 0.65.

follows the same experimental settings in [52, 31, 8]. Re-

sults in Tab. 3 show that the best cell architecture on CI-

FAR10 is transferable to ImageNet. The proposed method

achieves comparable accuracy to the state-of-the-art meth-

ods [52, 34, 27, 34, 27, 31, 28, 8] while using far less com-

putational resources, e.g., 9, 545 times faster comparing to

EA, and 5, 400 times faster comparing to RL.

5.2. Deep Analysis in Performance Estimation

We further study the efficiency of using Spearman Rank

Correlation rs as the objective function in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4,

we also provide a deep analysis about the importance of ev-

ery hyper-parameter. One can make full use of this analysis

to transfer the found BPEs to other datasets and tasks.

We randomly select 15 hyper-parameter settings in Ω
and apply them on the DARTS [28] search algorithm to find

optimal architectures. Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship be-

tween rs and the accuracy of the optimal architecture found

by the corresponding setting. The performance is highly

correlated to rs (with a 0.65 correlation), which denotes the

efficiency of the proposed objective function in Eq. 1.

After exploring the BPE space by the proposed method,

we get a dataset D w.r.t. each Θi and rs, which is used as

the training set to train a random forest regression predictor

[16] for each Θi. We then report the rs estimated by the pre-

dictor and importance for each hyper-parameter in Fig. 4.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the steepness and importance are

highly correlated, i.e., the more important the parameter is,

the steeper of the corresponding curve is, vice versa. At the

same time, for the two most important parameters (epoch

and layer), we get a high rs with a small range. This means

that we only need to carefully finetune these two parameters
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Figure 4. The importance (within brackets) and regression predict curves with mean and variance learned by the random forest for each

hyper-parameter. Importance is highly correlated to the curve steepnes. For the two most important parameters (epoch and layer), we can

get a high rs within a small range.

Epoch

50 200 400 600

Fair
Global rs 0.10 -0.06 0.13 -0.03

Local rs 0.13 0.50 0.31 0.31

Random
Global rs 0.10 -0.05 -0.30 -0.19

Local rs -0.14 -0.52 0.61 -0.01

Random 10
Global rs 0.0 0.0 0.02 -0.08

Local rs 0.26 0.11 0.57 0.58

Table 4. Comparison of the Global rs and Local rs under different

training conditions. “Fair” denotes each operation in an edge is

trained with exactly the same epoch. “Random” denotes each op-

eration in an edge is trained randomly with different random level.

Global rs and local rs denote we use the trained model to evaluate

the performance estimation globally and locally, respectively.

in a small range when transferring to other datasets.

5.3. Understanding Oneshot based Methods

Previous works [25, 38] have reported that one-shot

based methods such as DARTS do not work well (in some

cases even no better than random search). There are two

main questions which are not been explained yet: (1) One-

shot based methods can not make a good estimate of perfor-

mance, but they can search for good neural architectures.

(2) The instability of one-shot based methods, that is, the

found networks are different with different random seeds.

With the found BPE, we can effectively investigate every

search phase in these methods.

To understand and explain such questions, we first train

the same hypergraph with different settings: (1) Fair train-

ing, each operation in an edge is trained with exactly the

same epoch; (2) Random training, each operation in an edge

is trained randomly at different random levels. In Tab. 4,

we report the global and local rs in the case of fair training

and random training. The global rs denotes that we use our

trained hypergraph to get the validation performance for the

networks in G, and then calculate the rs with Xf . The local

rs is obtained by the following steps: When training the hy-

pergraph, we save the sampled network architectures Gt and

the corresponding validation performance XGt
at epoch t.

The local rs is then obtained by using the found BPE-2 and

Eq. 1 i.e., rs(XGt
,BPE-2(Gt)). As illustrated in Tab. 4, one-

shot based methods have a poor performance estimation in

global rs, which is consistent with previous works [25, 38].

However, these methods have a high local rs, which means

that these methods are essentially using the local informa-

tion. That is to say, each epoch in the search phase can only

perceive and optimize by using local information, which

reasonably explains the instability of DARTS.

6. Conlusion

In this paper, we present the first systematic analysis of

the budgeted performance estimation (BPE) in NAS, and

propose a minimum importance pruning (MIP) towards op-

timal PE. The proposed MIP gradually reduces the number

of BPE hyper-parameters, which allocates more computa-

tion resources on more important hyper-parameters. The

found MIP-BPE is generalized to various search algorithms,

including reinforcement learning, random search, evolu-

tion algorithm and gradient-based methods. Combining the

found BPE with various NAS algorithms, we have reached

the state-of-the-art test error 2.66% on CIFAR10 with much

fewer search time, which also helps us to better understand

the widely-used one-shot based methods.
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